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Contact Elliot Whitehead on +44(0)7795 977708  
or email elliot@connectcommunications.co.uk

 A B O U T  I I R S M

IIRSM is a charity supporting 
those responsible for managing 
risks in all their forms. We are 
independent and speak freely, 
championing risk management 
best practice to drive positive 
change for both employee and 
organisational wellbeing. 

 R E A D E R S

• The magazine is distributed 
to c8,000 IIRSM members and 
associates
• 63% are senior decision makers 
for their business
• 27% own their own business or 
consultancy
• Our audience work in all sectors 
including: 53% in Construction; 
32% in Engineering; and 24% in 
Manufacturing
• The reader’s interests are 
across a range of risk disciplines 
including: Health and Safety 
(96%), Risk Management (70%), 
Training (61%), Fire Safety (61%), 
Environmental Management 
(59%), Occupational Health 
(58%), Emergency planning 
(47%), Construction Design (38%), 
Mental Health and Wellbeing 
(35%), Project Management (32%), 
Quality Management (33%), 
Security (23%) and more.

Published on a bi-monthly basis, The Sentinel magazine is the official publication of the 
International Institute of Risk and Safety Management (IIRSM). 

With a new contemporary and dynamic structure, The Sentinel provides readers with the 
latest risk management news with insightful features from expert contributors. The articles 
assist our readers in their work as they contain in-depth analysis, along with considered and 
intelligent thought-leadership. 

Essential risk management intelligence

MAY/JUNE 2020

THE

iirsm.org

MENTAL HEALTH VITAL TO SURVIVAL / THE NEW “NORMAL”/ MEMBER 

COVID-19 SURVEY / GUARD YOUR DATA / VICTORIA DERBYSHIRE / 

NEW IIRSM & NEBOSH QUALIFICATION / FUTURE OF RISK MANAGEMENT

What comes next?
Risk managers are in the vanguard of 

meeting the huge challenges ahead
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 R AT E S

Double Page Spread:  £1,995
Full Page:  £1,200
Half Page:  £720
Quarter Page:  £450
Strip Advert:  £260
Cover Position  +25%
Series Discounts: POA
Inserts:  POA
Advertising Agency Discount:  10%
Members discount:  20%
Prices are exclusive of VAT

 A D V A N C E D  E N E W S L E T T E R 

We send an e-newsletter which contains 
advanced previews of features and articles  
that will appear in an upcoming issue of The 
Sentinel magazine.

The e-newsletter is sent to the entire IIRSM 
member database (c7,750) one week before 
the Magazine’s publication date.

• Banner Advert (600x150 pixels): £595 + vat

 P R O D U C T I O N  D AT E S

ISSUE BOOKING/COPY PUBLISHED

Jan/Feb 2021 14/12/20 04/01/21
Mar/Apr 10/03/21 27/03/21
May/Jun 30/04/21 17/05/21
Jul/Aug 02/07/21 16/07/21
Sep/Oct 03/09/21 17/09/21
Nov/Dec 05/11/21 19/11/21

Send to a friend  |  Read online

COMING SOON...

Reputation Risk Special: 

Focus on Aviation

Essential intelligence for leaders in 

risk management from the IIRSM 

Don’t be a stranger...

Harum quo cone veritiumque exerum hiliquunt quam, nobit harumquide volectatus aces 

volorae dolor siti officiant vid maximus, quatur, aliquis audit quide nestiss inctatibus 

Exerum hiliquunt quam, nobit harumquide
    

PLUS... 

Five more great reasons to pick up 

your new issue of The Sentinel...

NOSEDIVE!
WHY REPUTATION RISK IS NOW THE NUMBER  

ONE GLOBAL THREAT TO ORGANISATIONS

iirsm.org

Essential intelligence for leaders in risk management from the IIRSM
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Can AI 
Transform 
Compliance?
PAGE 8

Holistic risk 
management
PAGE 10

NUMBERS 
GAME
Playing the 
percentages in 

reputation risk

ESSENTIAL 

INSIGHTS

Solorro int, qui optur aut quis 

niminciet est omnis idistotat.  

Rios sam, quis alit esti 

blautatem a vendior empore

WORKING  

AT HEIGHT

Solorro int, qui optur aut quis 

niminciet est omnis idistotat.  

Rios sam, quis alit esti 

blautatem a vendior empore

CORPORATE 

PREPAREDNESS

Solorro int, qui optur aut quis 

niminciet est omnis idistotat.  

Rios sam, quis alit esti blautatem  

a vendior empore

CONTROL THE 

NARRATIVE

Solorro int, qui optur aut quis 

niminciet est omnis idistotat.  

Rios sam, quis alit esti 

blautatem a vendior empore

CULTURE FIT

Solorro int, qui optur aut quis 

niminciet est omnis idistotat.  

Rios sam, quis alit esti 

blautatem a vendior empore
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Contact Elliot Whitehead on +44(0)7795 977708  
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1. The publishers reserve the right at 
any time to refuse, amend, withdraw or 
otherwise deal with any advertisement 
without explanation.

2. The publishers will not be liable for 
any loss or damage caused by error, late 
publication or failure of an advertisement 
to appear in a specified issue regardless 
of cause.

3. Advertisements are accepted in good 
faith and the publishers will not be held 
responsible for any claims stated or 
implied by the copy received from the 
advertiser.

4. Advertisers will indemnify the 
publishers in full against any loss, 
damage or other expense incurred as a 
direct or indirect consequence of their 
advertisement(s).

5. Advertising orders containing 
conditions that do not comply with 
the publishers’ conditions will not be 
accepted as binding, unless agreed in 
writing by the publishers beforehand.

6. Advertisements will only be accepted 
on the understanding that the advertiser 
guarantees that such advertisements will 
not contravene the Trade Descriptions 
Act 1968 and any subsequent legislation.

7. Advertisements will only be accepted 
on the understanding that the advertiser 
implicitly guarantees that such 
advertisements will comply with the 
British Code of Advertising Practice.

8. Discounts on series advertisements 
placed will become invalid if the contract 
has not been completed within one year 
from the date of the first insertion. If 
the series contract is cancelled or not 

completed for any reason, the publishers 
reserve the right to surcharge the earlier 
insertions at the higher rate applicable.

9. A minimum of 12 weeks notice of 
cancellation is required, otherwise 
advertisements will be charged for as 
scheduled.

10. Copy must be supplied by the 
advertiser, in good time, without 
application from the publishers. Any 
reminder by the publishers should be 
regarded as an act of courtesy and not as 
an obligation. If copy is not received by the 
due time, the publishers reserve the right 
to repeat the last received copy.

11. The publishers reserve the right to pass 
the cost of artwork to the advertiser. Any 
artwork or copy left with the publishers or 
their printers for more than one year after 
being last used will be destroyed.

12. The publishers reserve the right to 
amend these Terms and Conditions 
of Acceptance and change future 
advertisement rates without prior 
notice and at any time. In such an event, 
advertisers have the option to cancel any 
remaining contract(s) without incurring 
extra charges.

13. Invoices must be settled within 28 
days of the invoice date unless alternative 
arrangements have been made with the 
publishers. Accounts that become 90 
days overdue will be passed to agents for 
collection and all the debtor’s advertising 
will be suspended until settlement of the 
outstanding amount in cleared funds.

14. These Terms and Conditions of 
Acceptance are set out in accordance 
with UK Law and all parties hereby submit 
to the jurisdiction of UK courts.

1.  DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD 
 420mm x 270mm
 Add 3mm bleed all round 
  Please regard text  

area and gutter

2. FULL PAGE 
 210mm x 270mm
  Please keep all text 

in the text area
  Add 3mm bleed  

all round 

3.  HALF 
HORIZONTAL

 180mm x 113mm

4. HALF VERTICAL
 88mm x 230mm

5. QUARTER
 88mm x 113mm

6. STRIP
 180mm x 40mm

The trim size of the magazine is 210mm wide x 270mm deep
The text area of the magazine is 180mm wide x 230mm deep  
(Margins top & bottom 20mm, marigns inside & outside 15mm)
Full page adverts must be supplied with an added 3mm of bleed on all sides

 P R O D U C T I O N  I N F O R M AT I O N

Please supply your advertisement as a high-
resolution PDF. Name your advert job folder using 
the following code: Sentinel – name of advertiser 
- month. Connect Communications cannot accept 
responsibility for files supplied incorrectly, out with 
specification, or supplied beyond the copy deadline.

T E C H N I C A L  I N F O R M AT I O N
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Benefits

YOU ARE MORE THAN A MEMBER. YOU ARE PART  OF WHO WE ARE.Since its inception, the central role of IIRSM has been to inform, educate and help members make sense of risk, both in their professional lives and personally. In turn, at its heart, risk can be distilled down to being a fundamental aspect of decision-making.
Take something as “simple” as buying a car. In essence, we are dealing with risk when we instinctively balance cost, performance, safety, economy, environmental concerns and capacity. We know that 100 percent safety simply doesn’t exist, nor does ideal performance coupled with ideal economy. But we gather and balance the available information and knowledge and make our decision.  That is risk management.

Given everything that we are all going through with the pandemic, and what is undoubtedly yet to come, there has never been a time when the successful development and deployment of risk management strategy has been more important. We would face a very uncertain future without it! 
So, IIRSM and the knowledge and support we have available to members will be essential if we are to navigate a course through these troubled waters. 

SOPHIE WILLIAMS, IIRSM’s Director of Professional Development, gives  us an insight into what is available to  all our members.
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MENTORING Now in its third year, we have successfully partnered with many organisations and these have resulted in some hugely successful relationships, and some have even crossed international borders. No matter where you reside in the world, you can benefit from participating in our mentoring scheme. As a mentee you will have the opportunity to:• Acquire new knowledge and skills• Discuss challenges and aspirations• Gain insights from someone  more experienced• Improve self-awareness  and confidence
• Grow networks.

The best testament to the programme’s success comes from those who have taken part and benefited from it.
Kareem Abu Jamila, a project HSE manager with Petrojet based in Egypt, has been a mentee. He said that discussing career challenges with an experienced person from outside his own organisation and country broadened his horizons. “It offered me a different perspective to the challenges I faced. The one thing I can genuinely say is that this has been a brilliant journey!”Andrew Hornby, Global Programme H&S Lead, with Arcadis based in the UK, has contributed as a mentor. He said that he had been inspired to become a mentor because it gave him the opportunity to share his professional experience with someone who may benefit. “It has been rewarding to develop a positive relationship with someone new, and seeing their journey, while giving me the opportunity to research new things to have meaningful discussions and offer advice and guidance.”

 For more information visit  www.iirsm.org/mentoring-scheme

EMERGING RISK LEADERS’ NETWORK Great leaders navigate uncertainty, deal with conflicting demands, show enthusiasm and inspire others to succeed in challenging times. At the heart of a great leader are risk and leadership skills. 

IIRSM’s Emerging Risk Leaders’ Network aims to help its members improve their personal impact, decision-making and achieve their goals through developing their risk and leadership capabilities.The network kicks off with the first meeting of its working groups at the end of January. We had a tremendous response, receiving more than 30 applications from the UAE, Egypt, Nigeria, the UK, Qatar and more. The role of the working groups is to drive the direction of the network, act as ambassadors and contribute to its activities. We will update our website in due course on how others can get involved in the network. By joining, you will be able to:• Get involved in research,  debate, present and participate  in reciprocal mentoring• Learn, share ideas and experiences with those from different backgrounds through networking, events and forums, etc
• Build connections, support networks, and establish friendships • Contribute to the network’s eMag• Raise your profile and develop your personal brand 

• Support and mentor the next generation entering the workforce.

 Visit www.iirsm.org/iirsms-emerging-risk-leaders-network for continual updates and where you can read our first network eMag. 

THE BARNETT WADDINGHAM  RISK PORTAL IIRSM is delighted to bring an exciting new resource to our members in collaboration with our partner Barnett Waddingham, including  an exclusive offer. 
The ‘BW Risk Portal’ will help you manage your risks and opportunities efficiently, effectively and easily. It will enable you to implement and update your organisation’s risk management and resilience practices using our guidance, thought leadership, checklists, templates and toolkits. Whether you are new to the industry or have significant experience, the portal will provide  

you with time and resource  saving materials.
While much of the content is  freely available, you can upgrade to  a premium subscription level with an exclusive 40% discount available as part of your IIRSM membership. This provides you with access to:• A crisis management simulation tool – an online, realistic, objectives-based way to facilitate exercises with teams globally, and as needed, remotely. You will have unlimited access to the tool and generic scenario for 12 months so that you can run the simulation as many times as you like with as many teams as needed

• Templates, checklists, guides  and thought leadership on risk and resilience topics, including business impact analysis, risk appetite, risk maturity, risk identification and more• New material as it is added to  the portal. 
Premium level subscription is priced at £79 per month payable annually (£948 + VAT). However, IIRSM members will pay just £47 per month payable annually (£568 + VAT). Enterprise-wide accounts are also available upon request.  

More information and a launch date will be added to IIRSM’s website shortly.  
 You can visit the Crisis Simulation tool here:  www.barnett-waddingham.co.uk/crisis-simulation-tool/

LEARN FROM EXPERTS 
Our members work in a myriad of fields as diverse as quality, insurance, security, sustainability, governance, compliance and audit, health, safety and environment.

WHETHER YOU ARE NEW TO  THE INDUSTRY OR HAVE EXPERIENCE, THE PORTAL WILL PROVIDE TIME AND RESOURCE SAVING MATERIALS 

Continued overleaf >>
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